**HOT TITLES COMING IN JUNE**

**FICTION**

_The Crystal Cave Trilogy_ - Susan Wittig Albert. An omnibus edition of the Crystal Cave Trilogy collects the mystery and detective novels _NoBODY, SomeBODY Else_ and _Out of BODY_ into a single volume.

_Shadows of Foxworth_ - V. C. Andrews. A conclusion to the Dollanganger prequel trilogy that began with _Beneath the Attic_ continues the story of young Corrine, who considers leaving her domineering husband to pursue a life with a kind portrait artist.

_Safe_ - S. K. Barnett. Miraculously returning home after escaping the kidnappers who stole her in early childhood 12 years earlier, Jenny navigates difficult questions by her parents and older brother while struggling to avoid ongoing threats to her safety.

_Don't Turn Around_ - Jessica Barry. Cait and Rebecca, each with secrets to protect, find their lives in danger while on a desolate road in the New Mexico desert and must learn to trust one another in this follow up to _Freefall._

_The Vanishing Half_ - Brit Bennett. Separated by their embrace of different racial identities, two mixed-race identical twins reevaluate their choices as one raises a black daughter in their southern hometown while the other passes for white with a husband who is unaware of her heritage.

_The Vanishing Sky_ - L. Annette Binder. A mother in a rural 1945 German community protects her traumatized soldier son from her husband's escalating nationalism, while her younger son flees the Hitler Youth to embark on a perilous journey home. A first novel.

_Uranus_ - Ben Bova. A first entry in a planned trilogy by the Hugo Award-winning author of Earth finds a religious idealist, a billionaire financier and a prestigious scientist battling for control over a space mission to search for life on Uranus.

_Summer Longing_ - Jamie Brenner. When a baby girl is abandoned on her doorstep, Ruth Cooperman, new to Provincetown, turns to her neighbors for help and is drawn into the drama of the close-knit community as alliances are made, relationships are tested and secrets are uncovered.

_The Wife Who Knew Too Much_ - Michele Campbell. Marrying the once-wealthy man who she loved as an underprivileged girl, Tabitha discovers a diary by her new husband's suicide-victim wife, who blames Tabitha and their husband for the violent way her life ended.

_The Paris Library_ - Janet Skeslien Charles. Based on a true story, describes how a lonely, 1980s teenager befriends an elderly neighbor and uncovers her past as a librarian at the American Library in Paris who joined the Resistance when the Nazis arrived.
Mrs. Lincoln's Sisters - Jennifer Chiaverini. Devastated by her 1875 suicide attempt, the sisters of widowed former First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln navigate the consequences of their husbands' choices while advocating for Mary’s needs.

Second Home - Christina Clancy. Inheriting their family's Cape Cod summer home years after long-term estrangement, two sisters are reunited by a man with a legitimate claim to the property who would set the record straight. A first novel.

The End of the Day - Bill Clegg. The New York Times best-selling author of Did You Ever Have a Family delivers a novel about the bonds and breaking points of friendship, the corrosiveness of secrets, the heartbeat of longing and the redemption of forgiveness.

500 Miles From You - Jenny Colgan. A London nurse suffering PTSD is transferred to a small town in the Scottish Highlands, switching places with an Army veteran who feels like a fish out of water in the city, uniting the pair in an email friendship.

The Hollow Ones - Guillermo del Toro. Forced to shoot her suddenly violent partner, a rookie FBI agent witnesses the escape of a shadowy form before embarking on a sanity-risking investigation into a centuries-old being.

One Last Lie - Paul Doiron. When his beloved mentor disappears amid the discovery of an antique badge, Mike Bowditch investigates the presumed death of an undercover warden before the cold case is upended by dangerous secrets and a daughter's return.

The Lying Life of Adults - Elena Ferrante. The best-selling author of My Brilliant Friend presents the story of an Italian teen who searches for a sense of identity and clear perspectives when she finds herself torn between the refinements and excesses of a divided Naples.

Pizza Girl - Jean Kyoung Frazier. Delivering pizzas in suburban Los Angeles, a pregnant teen mourning the death of her father becomes obsessed with a middle-aged stay-at-home mom who comes to depend on weekly pizza deliveries for her son's happiness. A first novel.

Lies That Bind - Emily Giffin. Forging an unlikely connection with a stranger at a bar who warns her against resuming a dysfunctional relationship, an aspiring reporter investigates when the man goes missing on September 11, 2001.

The Lantern Men - Elly Griffiths. When a convicted murderer offers to lead her to the bodies of four additional cold-case victims, Ruth Galloway embarks on a search in a fens-bordering village reputed to be haunted by mysterious lantern-carrying beings.

Always the Last to Know - Kristan Higgins. After their father suffers a stroke, two sisters must return home and deal with the paths both their lives have taken as well as their parents' relationship in this new novel from the author of Good Luck with That.

The Persuasion - Iris Johansen. Eve Duncan and Joe Quinn's artistic daughter, Jane, teams up with former flame Seth Caleb and confronts their complicated dynamic while
trying to escape a brilliant psychopath. By the best-selling author of the Kendra Michaels series.

**The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne** - Elsa Hart. Visiting a formidable science-book collector's home in the hopes of identifying plant specimens, 18th-century herbalist Cecily Kay finds herself investigating her host's untimely murder when she observes unsettling inconsistencies.

**The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls** - Ursula Hegi. When an 1878 tidal wave claims three children from Germany's island of Nordstrand, three women including a grieving mother, a seamstress and a young girl on the brink of giving birth help each other in unanticipated ways.

**28 Summers** - Elin Hilderbrand. The best-selling author of *Summer of ’69* presents a tale inspired by the film, *Same Time Next Year*, that follows a man's discovery of his mother's long-term relationship with the husband of a Presidential frontrunner.

**The Mist** - Ragnar Jonasson. In this gripping conclusion of the critically acclaimed Hidden Iceland series, Detective Hulda is haunted forever by the events that occurred in an isolated farm house in the east of Iceland that opened its doors to a killer.

**The Half Sister** - Sandie Jones. Approached by a secret half-sister they never knew, two close sisters turn against the stranger before uncovering difficult truths about their beloved late father.

**A Burning** - Megha Majumdar. An opportunistic gym teacher and a starry-eyed misfit find the realization of their ambitions tied to the downfall of an innocent Muslim girl who has been wrongly implicated in a terrorist attack. A first novel.

**The Girl from Widow Hills** - Megan Miranda. Rendered famous in childhood for her miraculous survival of a dangerous storm, a young woman changes her name and struggles to hide from the media before waking up one evening to find a corpse at her feet.

**Two Truths and a Lie** - Meg Mitchell Moore. From the author of *The Islanders* comes a warm, witty and suspenseful novel filled with small-town secrets, summer romance, big time lies and spiked seltzer.

**The Last Blue** - Isla Morley. A narrative inspired by the fascinating real case of "the Blue People of Kentucky" probes questions of identity, love and family.

**Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars.** - Joyce Carol Oates. An intimate exploration of race, class warfare and healing by the award-winning author of *We Were the Mulvaneys* follows the unexpected reactions of a wife and her adult children to a powerful patriarch's death.

**The Dilemma** - B. A. Paris. Organizing a lavish birthday party after decades of hardship, a woman hiding a secret about a daughter who cannot attend is forced to confront a devastating truth when her husband arranges a surprise.
Hush - James Patterson. An imprisoned ex-cop seeking justice for her brother's murder is offered her freedom in exchange for helping the Deputy Police Commissioner who put her away rescue his missing daughter and grandchild.

The Summer House - James Patterson. Investigating four Army Rangers who have been implicated in the destruction of a luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major and former NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is stonewalled by local law enforcement and dangerous secrets.

Three Perfect Liars - Heidi Perks. Three ambitious women have their lives turned upside down after a horrifying fire destroys a successful advertising agency and threatens to expose a tangled web of lies.

Dance Away with Me - Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Seeking refuge in a Tennessee mountain town to recover from heartbreak, a young widow and midwife bonds with an enigmatic artist, a helpless infant and a passel of curious teens in a small and suspicious community.

The Black Swan of Paris - Karen Robards. A celebrated singer in World War II occupied France joins the Resistance to save her estranged family from being killed in a German prison.

Eliza Starts a Rumor - Jane L. Rosen. Clinging to the community bulletin board she created 15 years earlier, a suburban housewife struggling with agoraphobia engages in fabricated gossip to keep the site more interesting before community member lives are upended by personal setbacks.

Home Before Dark - Riley Sager. Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular non-fiction book based on her family's rushed exit from a haunted Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins renovations only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

The Daughters of Erietown - Connie Schultz. A first novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of Life Happens explores the impact of forfeited dreams, long-kept secrets and evolving gender roles on a small family throughout the latter half of the 20th century.

Daddy's Girls - Danielle Steel. Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father's sudden death, three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering paradigm-shifting secrets about their father's identity that strengthen their bond with each other.

Remain Silent - Susie Steiner. Juggling unexpected domestic disputes to achieve a work-life balance, a middle-aged mother of two and part-time employee of the Cambridgeshire cold cases department tackles the most dangerous assignment of her career in the hanging death of a Lithuanian immigrant.

The Mountains Wild - Sarah Stewart Taylor. A series debut set in Dublin and New York introduces homicide detective and divorced mom Maggie D'Arcy, who in the wake of a
disappearance and new clues reopens the investigation into her cousin's disappearance 23 years earlier.

**Near Dark** - Brad Thor. A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes such award-winners as *Backlash*, *Spymaster* and *The Last Patriot* continues the high-suspense adventures of elite military operative and intelligence agent, Scot Harvath.

**The Last Great Road Bum** - Hector Tobar. A novel inspired by true events follows the experiences of an Illinois adventurer who gives his life to fight beside other activists in 1960s El Salvador. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *Deep Down Dark*.

**Her Last Flight** - Beatriz Williams. Investigating the fate of a forgotten aviation pioneer, a 1947 war correspondent tracks down the pilot's former student before learning the remarkable story of their complicated and passionate relationship.

**The Distant Dead** - Heather Young. When a young boy finds himself at the center of a murder mystery, several members of an American small town must deal with the fallout.

**NONFICTION**

**The Light of Days: the Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos** - Judy Batalion. Documents the essential World War II contributions of Jewish-Polish female resistance fighters, sharing the stories of courageous women who risked their lives to work against the Nazis as fighters, intelligence agents and saboteurs.

**My Life As a Villainess: Essays** - Laura Lippman. A *New York Times* best-selling author, a journalist for many years, collects her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship and more.

**Cult of Glory: the Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers** - Doug J. Swanson. A history of the Texas Rangers traces their origins on the wild frontier that was once part of Mexico, detailing their wartime and peacetime roles as both a professionally trained police force and officially sanctioned killers.

**The Language of Butterflies: How Thieves, Hoarders, Scientists, and Other Obsessives Unlocked the Secrets of the World's Favorite Insect** - Wendy Williams. The *New York Times* best-selling author of *The Horse* explores the lives of one of the world’s most resilient creatures—the butterfly—sheding light on the role that they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives.

**ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED?**

**SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND?**

**LET US KNOW!**

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor.
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**Dance Away with Me** - Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Seeking refuge in a Tennessee mountain town to recover from heartbreak, a young widow and midwife bonds with an enigmatic artist, a helpless infant and a passel of curious teens in a small and suspicious community.

**The Black Swan of Paris** - Karen Robards. A celebrated singer in World War II occupied France joins the Resistance to save her estranged family from being killed in a German prison.

**Eliza Starts a Rumor** - Jane L. Rosen. Clinging to the community bulletin board she created 15 years earlier, a suburban housewife struggling with agoraphobia engages in fabricated gossip to keep the site more interesting before community member lives are upended by personal setbacks.

**Home Before Dark** - Riley Sager. Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular non-fiction book based on her family's rushed exit from a haunted Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins renovations only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

**The Daughters of Erietown** - Connie Schultz. A first novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of *Life Happens* explores the impact of forfeited dreams, long-kept secrets and evolving gender roles on a small family throughout the latter half of the 20th century.

**Daddy's Girls** - Danielle Steel. Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father's sudden death, three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering paradigm-shifting secrets about their father's identity that strengthen their bond with each other.

**Remain Silent** - Susie Steiner. Juggling unexpected domestic disputes to achieve a work-life balance, a middle-aged mother of two and part-time employee of the Cambridgeshire cold cases department tackles the most dangerous assignment of her career in the hanging death of a Lithuanian immigrant.

**The Mountains Wild** - Sarah Stewart Taylor. A series debut set in Dublin and New York introduces homicide detective and divorced mom Maggie D'Arcy, who in the wake of a
disappearance and new clues reopens the investigation into her cousin's disappearance 23 years earlier.

**Near Dark** - Brad Thor. A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes such award-winners as *Backlash*, *Spymaster* and *The Last Patriot* continues the high-suspense adventures of elite military operative and intelligence agent, Scot Harvath.

**The Last Great Road Bum** - Hector Tobar. A novel inspired by true events follows the experiences of an Illinois adventurer who gives his life to fight beside other activists in 1960s El Salvador. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *Deep Down Dark*.

**Her Last Flight** - Beatriz Williams. Investigating the fate of a forgotten aviation pioneer, a 1947 war correspondent tracks down the pilot's former student before learning the remarkable story of their complicated and passionate relationship.

**The Distant Dead** - Heather Young. When a young boy finds himself at the center of a murder mystery, several members of an American small town must deal with the fallout.

**NONFICTION**

**The Light of Days: the Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos** - Judy Batalion. Documents the essential World War II contributions of Jewish-Polish female resistance fighters, sharing the stories of courageous women who risked their lives to work against the Nazis as fighters, intelligence agents and saboteurs.

**My Life As a Villainess: Essays** - Laura Lippman. A *New York Times* best-selling author, a journalist for many years, collects her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship and more.

**Cult of Glory: the Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers** - Doug J. Swanson. A history of the Texas Rangers traces their origins on the wild frontier that was once part of Mexico, detailing their wartime and peacetime roles as both a professionally trained police force and officially sanctioned killers.

**The Language of Butterflies: How Thieves, Hoarders, Scientists, and Other Obsessives Unlocked the Secrets of the World's Favorite Insect** - Wendy Williams. The *New York Times* best-selling author of *The Horse* explores the lives of one of the world’s most resilient creatures—the butterfly—shedding light on the role that they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives.

**ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED?**

**SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND?**

**LET US KNOW!**

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor.
** HOT TITLES COMING IN JUNE **

FICTION

**The Crystal Cave Trilogy** - Susan Wittig Albert. An omnibus edition of the Crystal Cave Trilogy collects the mystery and detective novels NoBODY, SomeBODY Else and Out of BODY into a single volume.

**Shadows of Foxworth** - V. C. Andrews. A conclusion to the Dollanganger prequel trilogy that began with Beneath the Attic continues the story of young Corrine, who considers leaving her domineering husband to pursue a life with a kind portrait artist.

**Safe** - S. K. Barnett. Miraculously returning home after escaping the kidnappers who stole her in early childhood 12 years earlier, Jenny navigates difficult questions by her parents and older brother while struggling to avoid ongoing threats to her safety.

**Don't Turn Around** - Jessica Barry. Cait and Rebecca, each with secrets to protect, find their lives in danger while on a desolate road in the New Mexico desert and must learn to trust one another in this follow up to Frefall.

**The Vanishing Half** - Brit Bennett. Separated by their embrace of different racial identities, two mixed-race identical twins reevaluate their choices as one raises a black daughter in their southern hometown while the other passes for white with a husband who is unaware of her heritage.

**The Vanishing Sky** - L. Annette Binder. A mother in a rural 1945 German community protects her traumatized soldier son from her husband's escalating nationalism, while her younger son flees the Hitler Youth to embark on a perilous journey home. A first novel.

**Uranus** - Ben Bova. A first entry in a planned trilogy by the Hugo Award-winning author of Earth finds a religious idealist, a billionaire financier and a prestigious scientist battling for control over a space mission to search for life on Uranus.

**Summer Longing** - Jamie Brenner. When a baby girl is abandoned on her doorstep, Ruth Cooperman, new to Provincetown, turns to her neighbors for help and is drawn into the drama of the close-knit community as alliances are made, relationships are tested and secrets are uncovered.

**The Wife Who Knew Too Much** - Michele Campbell. Marrying the once-wealthy man who she loved as an underprivileged girl, Tabitha discovers a diary by her new husband's suicide-victim wife, who blames Tabitha and their husband for the violent way her life ended.

**The Paris Library** - Janet Skeslien Charles. Based on a true story, describes how a lonely, 1980s teenager befriends an elderly neighbor and uncovers her past as a librarian at the American Library in Paris who joined the Resistance when the Nazis arrived.
Mrs. Lincoln’s Sisters - Jennifer Chiaverini. Devastated by her 1875 suicide attempt, the sisters of widowed former First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln navigate the consequences of their husbands' choices while advocating for Mary’s needs.

Second Home - Christina Clancy. Inheriting their family's Cape Cod summer home years after long-term estrangement, two sisters are reunited by a man with a legitimate claim to the property who would set the record straight. A first novel.

The End of the Day - Bill Clegg. The New York Times best-selling author of Did You Ever Have a Family delivers a novel about the bonds and breaking points of friendship, the corrosiveness of secrets, the heartbeat of longing and the redemption of forgiveness.

500 Miles From You - Jenny Colgan. A London nurse suffering PTSD is transferred to a small town in the Scottish Highlands, switching places with an Army veteran who feels like a fish out of water in the city, uniting the pair in an email friendship.

The Hollow Ones - Guillermo del Toro. Forced to shoot her suddenly violent partner, a rookie FBI agent witnesses the escape of a shadowy form before embarking on a sanity-risking investigation into a centuries-old being.

One Last Lie - Paul Doiron. When his beloved mentor disappears amid the discovery of an antique badge, Mike Bowditch investigates the presumed death of an undercover warden before the cold case is upended by dangerous secrets and a daughter's return.

The Lying Life of Adults - Elena Ferrante. The best-selling author of My Brilliant Friend presents the story of an Italian teen who searches for a sense of identity and clear perspectives when she finds herself torn between the refinements and excesses of a divided Naples.

Pizza Girl - Jean Kyoung Frazier. Delivering pizzas in suburban Los Angeles, a pregnant teen mourning the death of her father becomes obsessed with a middle-aged stay-at-home mom who comes to depend on weekly pizza deliveries for her son's happiness. A first novel.

Lies That Bind - Emily Giffin. Forging an unlikely connection with a stranger at a bar who warns her against resuming a dysfunctional relationship, an aspiring reporter investigates when the man goes missing on September 11, 2001.

The Lantern Men - Elly Griffiths. When a convicted murderer offers to lead her to the bodies of four additional cold-case victims, Ruth Galloway embarks on a search in a fens-bordering village reputed to be haunted by mysterious lantern-carrying beings.

Always the Last to Know - Kristan Higgins. After their father suffers a stroke, two sisters must return home and deal with the paths both their lives have taken as well as their parents' relationship in this new novel from the author of Good Luck with That.

The Persuasion - Iris Johansen. Eve Duncan and Joe Quinn's artistic daughter, Jane, teams up with former flame Seth Caleb and confronts their complicated dynamic while
trying to escape a brilliant psychopath. By the best-selling author of the Kendra Michaels series.

**The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne** - Elsa Hart. Visiting a formidable science-book collector's home in the hopes of identifying plant specimens, 18th-century herbalist Cecily Kay finds herself investigating her host's untimely murder when she observes unsettling inconsistencies.

**The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls** - Ursula Hegi. When an 1878 tidal wave claims three children from Germany's island of Nordstrand, three women including a grieving mother, a seamstress and a young girl on the brink of giving birth help each other in unanticipated ways.

**28 Summers** - Elin Hilderbrand. The best-selling author of *Summer of '69* presents a tale inspired by the film, *Same Time Next Year*, that follows a man's discovery of his mother's long-term relationship with the husband of a Presidential frontrunner.

**The Mist** - Ragnar Jonasson. In this gripping conclusion of the critically acclaimed Hidden Iceland series, Detective Hulda is haunted forever by the events that occurred in an isolated farm house in the east of Iceland that opened its doors to a killer.

**The Half Sister** - Sandie Jones. Approached by a secret half-sister they never knew, two close sisters turn against the stranger before uncovering difficult truths about their beloved late father.

**A Burning** - Megha Majumdar. An opportunistic gym teacher and a starry-eyed misfit find the realization of their ambitions tied to the downfall of an innocent Muslim girl who has been wrongly implicated in a terrorist attack. A first novel.

**The Girl from Widow Hills** - Megan Miranda. Rendered famous in childhood for her miraculous survival of a dangerous storm, a young woman changes her name and struggles to hide from the media before waking up one evening to find a corpse at her feet.

**Two Truths and a Lie** - Meg Mitchell Moore. From the author of *The Islanders* comes a warm, witty and suspenseful novel filled with small-town secrets, summer romance, big time lies and spiked seltzer.

**The Last Blue** - Isla Morley. A narrative inspired by the fascinating real case of "the Blue People of Kentucky" probes questions of identity, love and family.

**Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars.** - Joyce Carol Oates. An intimate exploration of race, class warfare and healing by the award-winning author of *We Were the Mulvaneys* follows the unexpected reactions of a wife and her adult children to a powerful patriarch's death.

**The Dilemma** - B. A. Paris. Organizing a lavish birthday party after decades of hardship, a woman hiding a secret about a daughter who cannot attend is forced to confront a devastating truth when her husband arranges a surprise.
**Hush** - James Patterson. An imprisoned ex-cop seeking justice for her brother's murder is offered her freedom in exchange for helping the Deputy Police Commissioner who put her away rescue his missing daughter and grandchild.

**The Summer House** - James Patterson. Investigating four Army Rangers who have been implicated in the destruction of a luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major and former NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is stonewalled by local law enforcement and dangerous secrets.

**Three Perfect Liars** - Heidi Perks. Three ambitious women have their lives turned upside down after a horrifying fire destroys a successful advertising agency and threatens to expose a tangled web of lies.

**Dance Away with Me** - Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Seeking refuge in a Tennessee mountain town to recover from heartbreak, a young widow and midwife bonds with an enigmatic artist, a helpless infant and a passel of curious teens in a small and suspicious community.

**The Black Swan of Paris** - Karen Robards. A celebrated singer in World War II occupied France joins the Resistance to save her estranged family from being killed in a German prison.

**Eliza Starts a Rumor** - Jane L. Rosen. Clinging to the community bulletin board she created 15 years earlier, a suburban housewife struggling with agoraphobia engages in fabricated gossip to keep the site more interesting before community member lives are upended by personal setbacks.

**Home Before Dark** - Riley Sager. Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular non-fiction book based on her family's rushed exit from a haunted Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins renovations only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

**The Daughters of Erietown** - Connie Schultz. A first novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of *Life Happens* explores the impact of forfeited dreams, long-kept secrets and evolving gender roles on a small family throughout the latter half of the 20th century.

**Daddy's Girls** - Danielle Steel. Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father's sudden death, three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering paradigm-shifting secrets about their father's identity that strengthen their bond with each other.

**Remain Silent** - Susie Steiner. Juggling unexpected domestic disputes to achieve a work-life balance, a middle-aged mother of two and part-time employee of the Cambridgeshire cold cases department tackles the most dangerous assignment of her career in the hanging death of a Lithuanian immigrant.

**The Mountains Wild** - Sarah Stewart Taylor. A series debut set in Dublin and New York introduces homicide detective and divorced mom Maggie D'Arcy, who in the wake of a
disappearance and new clues reopens the investigation into her cousin's disappearance 23 years earlier.

**Near Dark** - Brad Thor. A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes such award-winners as *Backlash*, *Spymaster* and *The Last Patriot* continues the high-suspense adventures of elite military operative and intelligence agent, Scot Harvath.

**The Last Great Road Bum** - Hector Tobar. A novel inspired by true events follows the experiences of an Illinois adventurer who gives his life to fight beside other activists in 1960s El Salvador. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *Deep Down Dark*.

**Her Last Flight** - Beatriz Williams. Investigating the fate of a forgotten aviation pioneer, a 1947 war correspondent tracks down the pilot's former student before learning the remarkable story of their complicated and passionate relationship.

**The Distant Dead** - Heather Young. When a young boy finds himself at the center of a murder mystery, several members of an American small town must deal with the fallout.

**NONFICTION**

**The Light of Days: the Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos** - Judy Batalion. Documents the essential World War II contributions of Jewish-Polish female resistance fighters, sharing the stories of courageous women who risked their lives to work against the Nazis as fighters, intelligence agents and saboteurs.

**My Life As a Villainess: Essays** - Laura Lippman. A *New York Times* best-selling author, a journalist for many years, collects her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship and more.

**Cult of Glory: the Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers** - Doug J. Swanson. A history of the Texas Rangers traces their origins on the wild frontier that was once part of Mexico, detailing their wartime and peacetime roles as both a professionally trained police force and officially sanctioned killers.

**The Language of Butterflies: How Thieves, Hoarders, Scientists, and Other Obsessives Unlocked the Secrets of the World's Favorite Insect** - Wendy Williams. The *New York Times* best-selling author of *The Horse* explores the lives of one of the world’s most resilient creatures—the butterfly—shedding light on the role that they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives.

**ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED?**
**SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND?**
**LET US KNOW!**

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor.
** HOT TITLES COMING IN JUNE **

**FICTION**

*The Crystal Cave Trilogy* - Susan Wittig Albert. An omnibus edition of the Crystal Cave Trilogy collects the mystery and detective novels *NoBODY, SomeBODY Else* and *Out of BODY* into a single volume.

*Shadows of Foxworth* - V. C. Andrews. A conclusion to the Dollanganger prequel trilogy that began with *Beneath the Attic* continues the story of young Corrine, who considers leaving her domineering husband to pursue a life with a kind portrait artist.

*Safe* - S. K. Barnett. Miraculously returning home after escaping the kidnappers who stole her in early childhood 12 years earlier, Jenny navigates difficult questions by her parents and older brother while struggling to avoid ongoing threats to her safety.

*Don't Turn Around* - Jessica Barry. Cait and Rebecca, each with secrets to protect, find their lives in danger while on a desolate road in the New Mexico desert and must learn to trust one another in this follow up to *Freefall*.

*The Vanishing Half* - Brit Bennett. Separated by their embrace of different racial identities, two mixed-race identical twins reevaluate their choices as one raises a black daughter in their southern hometown while the other passes for white with a husband who is unaware of her heritage.

*The Vanishing Sky* - L. Annette Binder. A mother in a rural 1945 German community protects her traumatized soldier son from her husband's escalating nationalism, while her younger son flees the Hitler Youth to embark on a perilous journey home. A first novel.

*Uranus* - Ben Bova. A first entry in a planned trilogy by the Hugo Award-winning author of *Earth* finds a religious idealist, a billionaire financier and a prestigious scientist battling for control over a space mission to search for life on Uranus.

*Summer Longing* - Jamie Brenner. When a baby girl is abandoned on her doorstep, Ruth Cooperman, new to Provincetown, turns to her neighbors for help and is drawn into the drama of the close-knit community as alliances are made, relationships are tested and secrets are uncovered.

*The Wife Who Knew Too Much* - Michele Campbell. Marrying the once-wealthy man who she loved as an underprivileged girl, Tabitha discovers a diary by her new husband's suicide-victim wife, who blames Tabitha and their husband for the violent way her life ended.

*The Paris Library* - Janet Skeslien Charles. Based on a true story, describes how a lonely, 1980s teenager befriends an elderly neighbor and uncovers her past as a librarian at the American Library in Paris who joined the Resistance when the Nazis arrived.
Mrs. Lincoln’s Sisters - Jennifer Chiaverini. Devastated by her 1875 suicide attempt, the sisters of widowed former First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln navigate the consequences of their husbands' choices while advocating for Mary's needs.

Second Home - Christina Clancy. Inheriting their family's Cape Cod summer home years after long-term estrangement, two sisters are reunited by a man with a legitimate claim to the property who would set the record straight. A first novel.

The End of the Day - Bill Clegg. The New York Times best-selling author of Did You Ever Have a Family delivers a novel about the bonds and breaking points of friendship, the corrosiveness of secrets, the heartbeat of longing and the redemption of forgiveness.

500 Miles From You - Jenny Colgan. A London nurse suffering PTSD is transferred to a small town in the Scottish Highlands, switching places with an Army veteran who feels like a fish out of water in the city, uniting the pair in an email friendship.

The Hollow Ones - Guillermo del Toro. Forced to shoot her suddenly violent partner, a rookie FBI agent witnesses the escape of a shadowy form before embarking on a sanity-risking investigation into a centuries-old being.

One Last Lie - Paul Doiron. When his beloved mentor disappears amid the discovery of an antique badge, Mike Bowditch investigates the presumed death of an undercover warden before the cold case is upended by dangerous secrets and a daughter's return.

The Lying Life of Adults - Elena Ferrante. The best-selling author of My Brilliant Friend presents the story of an Italian teen who searches for a sense of identity and clear perspectives when she finds herself torn between the refinements and excesses of a divided Naples.

Pizza Girl - Jean Kyoung Frazier. Delivering pizzas in suburban Los Angeles, a pregnant teen mourning the death of her father becomes obsessed with a middle-aged stay-at-home mom who comes to depend on weekly pizza deliveries for her son's happiness. A first novel.

Lies That Bind - Emily Giffin. Forging an unlikely connection with a stranger at a bar who warns her against resuming a dysfunctional relationship, an aspiring reporter investigates when the man goes missing on September 11, 2001.

The Lantern Men - Elly Griffiths. When a convicted murderer offers to lead her to the bodies of four additional cold-case victims, Ruth Galloway embarks on a search in a fens-bordering village reputed to be haunted by mysterious lantern-carrying beings.

Always the Last to Know - Kristan Higgins. After their father suffers a stroke, two sisters must return home and deal with the paths both their lives have taken as well as their parents' relationship in this new novel from the author of Good Luck with That.

The Persuasion - Iris Johansen. Eve Duncan and Joe Quinn's artistic daughter, Jane, teams up with former flame Seth Caleb and confronts their complicated dynamic while
trying to escape a brilliant psychopath. By the best-selling author of the Kendra Michaels series.

**The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne** - Elsa Hart. Visiting a formidable science-book collector's home in the hopes of identifying plant specimens, 18th-century herbalist Cecily Kay finds herself investigating her host's untimely murder when she observes unsettling inconsistencies.

**The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls** - Ursula Hegi. When an 1878 tidal wave claims three children from Germany's island of Nordstrand, three women including a grieving mother, a seamstress and a young girl on the brink of giving birth help each other in unanticipated ways.

**28 Summers** - Elin Hilderbrand. The best-selling author of *Summer of ’69* presents a tale inspired by the film, *Same Time Next Year*, that follows a man's discovery of his mother's long-term relationship with the husband of a Presidential frontrunner.

**The Mist** - Ragnar Jonasson. In this gripping conclusion of the critically acclaimed Hidden Iceland series, Detective Hulda is haunted forever by the events that occurred in an isolated farm house in the east of Iceland that opened its doors to a killer.

**The Half Sister** - Sandie Jones. Approached by a secret half-sister they never knew, two close sisters turn against the stranger before uncovering difficult truths about their beloved late father.

**A Burning** - Megha Majumdar. An opportunistic gym teacher and a starry-eyed misfit find the realization of their ambitions tied to the downfall of an innocent Muslim girl who has been wrongly implicated in a terrorist attack. A first novel.

**The Girl from Widow Hills** - Megan Miranda. Rendered famous in childhood for her miraculous survival of a dangerous storm, a young woman changes her name and struggles to hide from the media before waking up one evening to find a corpse at her feet.

**Two Truths and a Lie** - Meg Mitchell Moore. From the author of *The Islanders* comes a warm, witty and suspenseful novel filled with small-town secrets, summer romance, big time lies and spiked seltzer.

**The Last Blue** - Isla Morley. A narrative inspired by the fascinating real case of "the Blue People of Kentucky" probes questions of identity, love and family.

**Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars.** - Joyce Carol Oates. An intimate exploration of race, class warfare and healing by the award-winning author of *We Were the Mulvaneys* follows the unexpected reactions of a wife and her adult children to a powerful patriarch's death.

**The Dilemma** - B. A. Paris. Organizing a lavish birthday party after decades of hardship, a woman hiding a secret about a daughter who cannot attend is forced to confront a devastating truth when her husband arranges a surprise.
Hush - James Patterson. An imprisoned ex-cop seeking justice for her brother's murder is offered her freedom in exchange for helping the Deputy Police Commissioner who put her away rescue his missing daughter and grandchild.

The Summer House - James Patterson. Investigating four Army Rangers who have been implicated in the destruction of a luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major and former NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is stonewalled by local law enforcement and dangerous secrets.

Three Perfect Liars - Heidi Perks. Three ambitious women have their lives turned upside down after a horrifying fire destroys a successful advertising agency and threatens to expose a tangled web of lies.

Dance Away with Me - Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Seeking refuge in a Tennessee mountain town to recover from heartbreak, a young widow and midwife bonds with an enigmatic artist, a helpless infant and a passel of curious teens in a small and suspicious community.

The Black Swan of Paris - Karen Robards. A celebrated singer in World War II occupied France joins the Resistance to save her estranged family from being killed in a German prison.

Eliza Starts a Rumor - Jane L. Rosen. Clinging to the community bulletin board she created 15 years earlier, a suburban housewife struggling with agoraphobia engages in fabricated gossip to keep the site more interesting before community member lives are upended by personal setbacks.

Home Before Dark - Riley Sager. Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular non-fiction book based on her family's rushed exit from a haunted Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins renovations only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

The Daughters of Erietown - Connie Schultz. A first novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of Life Happens explores the impact of forfeited dreams, long-kept secrets and evolving gender roles on a small family throughout the latter half of the 20th century.

Daddy's Girls - Danielle Steel. Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father's sudden death, three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering paradigm-shifting secrets about their father's identity that strengthen their bond with each other.

Remain Silent - Susie Steiner. Juggling unexpected domestic disputes to achieve a work-life balance, a middle-aged mother of two and part-time employee of the Cambridgeshire cold cases department tackles the most dangerous assignment of her career in the hanging death of a Lithuanian immigrant.

The Mountains Wild - Sarah Stewart Taylor. A series debut set in Dublin and New York introduces homicide detective and divorced mom Maggie D'Arcy, who in the wake of a
disappearance and new clues reopens the investigation into her cousin’s disappearance 23 years earlier.

**Near Dark** - Brad Thor. A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes such award-winners as *Backlash*, *Spymaster* and *The Last Patriot* continues the high-suspense adventures of elite military operative and intelligence agent, Scot Harvath.

**The Last Great Road Bum** - Hector Tobar. A novel inspired by true events follows the experiences of an Illinois adventurer who gives his life to fight beside other activists in 1960s El Salvador. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *Deep Down Dark*.

**Her Last Flight** - Beatriz Williams. Investigating the fate of a forgotten aviation pioneer, a 1947 war correspondent tracks down the pilot’s former student before learning the remarkable story of their complicated and passionate relationship.

**The Distant Dead** - Heather Young. When a young boy finds himself at the center of a murder mystery, several members of an American small town must deal with the fallout.

**NONFICTION**

**The Light of Days: the Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s Ghettos** - Judy Batalion. Documents the essential World War II contributions of Jewish-Polish female resistance fighters, sharing the stories of courageous women who risked their lives to work against the Nazis as fighters, intelligence agents and saboteurs.

**My Life As a Villainess: Essays** - Laura Lippman. A *New York Times* best-selling author, a journalist for many years, collects her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship and more.

**Cult of Glory: the Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers** - Doug J. Swanson. A history of the Texas Rangers traces their origins on the wild frontier that was once part of Mexico, detailing their wartime and peacetime roles as both a professionally trained police force and officially sanctioned killers.

**The Language of Butterflies: How Thieves, Hoarders, Scientists, and Other Obsessives Unlocked the Secrets of the World’s Favorite Insect** - Wendy Williams. The *New York Times* best-selling author of *The Horse* explores the lives of one of the world’s most resilient creatures—the butterfly—shedding light on the role that they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives.

**ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED? SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND? LET US KNOW!**

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor.
**HOT TITLES COMING IN JUNE**

**FICTION**

**The Crystal Cave Trilogy** - Susan Wittig Albert. An omnibus edition of the Crystal Cave Trilogy collects the mystery and detective novels NoBODY, SomeBODY Else and Out of BODY into a single volume.

**Shadows of Foxworth** - V. C. Andrews. A conclusion to the Dollanganger prequel trilogy that began with Beneath the Attic continues the story of young Corrine, who considers leaving her domineering husband to pursue a life with a kind portrait artist.

**Safe** - S. K. Barnett. Miraculously returning home after escaping the kidnappers who stole her in early childhood 12 years earlier, Jenny navigates difficult questions by her parents and older brother while struggling to avoid ongoing threats to her safety.

**Don't Turn Around** - Jessica Barry. Cait and Rebecca, each with secrets to protect, find their lives in danger while on a desolate road in the New Mexico desert and must learn to trust one another in this follow up to Frefall.

**The Vanishing Half** - Brit Bennett. Separated by their embrace of different racial identities, two mixed-race identical twins reevaluate their choices as one raises a black daughter in their southern hometown while the other passes for white with a husband who is unaware of her heritage.

**The Vanishing Sky** - L. Annette Binder. A mother in a rural 1945 German community protects her traumatized soldier son from her husband's escalating nationalism, while her younger son flees the Hitler Youth to embark on a perilous journey home. A first novel.

**Uranus** - Ben Bova. A first entry in a planned trilogy by the Hugo Award-winning author of Earth finds a religious idealist, a billionaire financier and a prestigious scientist battling for control over a space mission to search for life on Uranus.

**Summer Longing** - Jamie Brenner. When a baby girl is abandoned on her doorstep, Ruth Cooperman, new to Provincetown, turns to her neighbors for help and is drawn into the drama of the close-knit community as alliances are made, relationships are tested and secrets are uncovered.

**The Wife Who Knew Too Much** - Michele Campbell. Marrying the once-wealthy man who she loved as an underprivileged girl, Tabitha discovers a diary by her new husband's suicide-victim wife, who blames Tabitha and their husband for the violent way her life ended.

**The Paris Library** - Janet Skeslien Charles. Based on a true story, describes how a lonely, 1980s teenager befriends an elderly neighbor and uncovers her past as a librarian at the American Library in Paris who joined the Resistance when the Nazis arrived.
Mrs. Lincoln's Sisters - Jennifer Chiaverini. Devastated by her 1875 suicide attempt, the sisters of widowed former First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln navigate the consequences of their husbands' choices while advocating for Mary's needs.

Second Home - Christina Clancy. Inheriting their family's Cape Cod summer home years after long-term estrangement, two sisters are reunited by a man with a legitimate claim to the property who would set the record straight. A first novel.

The End of the Day - Bill Clegg. The New York Times best-selling author of Did You Ever Have a Family delivers a novel about the bonds and breaking points of friendship, the corrosiveness of secrets, the heartbeat of longing and the redemption of forgiveness.

500 Miles From You - Jenny Colgan. A London nurse suffering PTSD is transferred to a small town in the Scottish Highlands, switching places with an Army veteran who feels like a fish out of water in the city, uniting the pair in an email friendship.

The Hollow Ones - Guillermo del Toro. Forced to shoot her suddenly violent partner, a rookie FBI agent witnesses the escape of a shadowy form before embarking on a sanity-risking investigation into a centuries-old being.

One Last Lie - Paul Doiron. When his beloved mentor disappears amid the discovery of an antique badge, Mike Bowditch investigates the presumed death of an undercover warden before the cold case is upended by dangerous secrets and a daughter's return.

The Lying Life of Adults - Elena Ferrante. The best-selling author of My Brilliant Friend presents the story of an Italian teen who searches for a sense of identity and clear perspectives when she finds herself torn between the refinements and excesses of a divided Naples.

Pizza Girl - Jean Kyoung Frazier. Delivering pizzas in suburban Los Angeles, a pregnant teen mourning the death of her father becomes obsessed with a middle-aged stay-at-home mom who comes to depend on weekly pizza deliveries for her son's happiness. A first novel.

Lies That Bind - Emily Giffin. Forging an unlikely connection with a stranger at a bar who warns her against resuming a dysfunctional relationship, an aspiring reporter investigates when the man goes missing on September 11, 2001.

The Lantern Men - Elly Griffiths. When a convicted murderer offers to lead her to the bodies of four additional cold-case victims, Ruth Galloway embarks on a search in a fens-bordering village reputed to be haunted by mysterious lantern-carrying beings.

Always the Last to Know - Kristan Higgins. After their father suffers a stroke, two sisters must return home and deal with the paths both their lives have taken as well as their parents' relationship in this new novel from the author of Good Luck with That.

The Persuasion - Iris Johansen. Eve Duncan and Joe Quinn's artistic daughter, Jane, teams up with former flame Seth Caleb and confronts their complicated dynamic while
trying to escape a brilliant psychopath. By the best-selling author of the Kendra Michaels series.

The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne - Elsa Hart. Visiting a formidable science-book collector's home in the hopes of identifying plant specimens, 18th-century herbalist Cecily Kay finds herself investigating her host's untimely murder when she observes unsettling inconsistencies.

The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls - Ursula Hegi. When an 1878 tidal wave claims three children from Germany's island of Nordstrand, three women including a grieving mother, a seamstress and a young girl on the brink of giving birth help each other in unanticipated ways.

28 Summers - Elin Hilderbrand. The best-selling author of Summer of '69 presents a tale inspired by the film, Same Time Next Year, that follows a man's discovery of his mother's long-term relationship with the husband of a Presidential frontrunner.

The Mist - Ragnar Jonasson. In this gripping conclusion of the critically acclaimed Hidden Iceland series, Detective Hulda is haunted forever by the events that occurred in an isolated farm house in the east of Iceland that opened its doors to a killer.

The Half Sister - Sandie Jones. Approached by a secret half-sister they never knew, two close sisters turn against the stranger before uncovering difficult truths about their beloved late father.

A Burning - Megha Majumdar. An opportunistic gym teacher and a starry-eyed misfit find the realization of their ambitions tied to the downfall of an innocent Muslim girl who has been wrongly implicated in a terrorist attack. A first novel.

The Girl from Widow Hills - Megan Miranda. Rendered famous in childhood for her miraculous survival of a dangerous storm, a young woman changes her name and struggles to hide from the media before waking up one evening to find a corpse at her feet.

Two Truths and a Lie - Meg Mitchell Moore. From the author of The Islanders comes a warm, witty and suspenseful novel filled with small-town secrets, summer romance, big time lies and spiked seltzer.

The Last Blue - Isla Morley. A narrative inspired by the fascinating real case of "the Blue People of Kentucky" probes questions of identity, love and family.

Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars. - Joyce Carol Oates. An intimate exploration of race, class warfare and healing by the award-winning author of We Were the Mulvaneys follows the unexpected reactions of a wife and her adult children to a powerful patriarch's death.

The Dilemma - B. A. Paris. Organizing a lavish birthday party after decades of hardship, a woman hiding a secret about a daughter who cannot attend is forced to confront a devastating truth when her husband arranges a surprise.
**Hush** - James Patterson. An imprisoned ex-cop seeking justice for her brother's murder is offered her freedom in exchange for helping the Deputy Police Commissioner who put her away rescue his missing daughter and grandchild.

**The Summer House** - James Patterson. Investigating four Army Rangers who have been implicated in the destruction of a luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major and former NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is stonewalled by local law enforcement and dangerous secrets.

**Three Perfect Liars** - Heidi Perks. Three ambitious women have their lives turned upside down after a horrifying fire destroys a successful advertising agency and threatens to expose a tangled web of lies.

**Dance Away with Me** - Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Seeking refuge in a Tennessee mountain town to recover from heartbreak, a young widow and midwife bonds with an enigmatic artist, a helpless infant and a passel of curious teens in a small and suspicious community.

**The Black Swan of Paris** - Karen Robards. A celebrated singer in World War II occupied France joins the Resistance to save her estranged family from being killed in a German prison.

**Eliza Starts a Rumor** - Jane L. Rosen. Clinging to the community bulletin board she created 15 years earlier, a suburban housewife struggling with agoraphobia engages in fabricated gossip to keep the site more interesting before community member lives are upended by personal setbacks.

**Home Before Dark** - Riley Sager. Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular non-fiction book based on her family's rushed exit from a haunted Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins renovations only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

**The Daughters of Erietown** - Connie Schultz. A first novel by the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of *Life Happens* explores the impact of forfeited dreams, long-kept secrets and evolving gender roles on a small family throughout the latter half of the 20th century.

**Daddy's Girls** - Danielle Steel. Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father's sudden death, three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering paradigm-shifting secrets about their father's identity that strengthen their bond with each other.

**Remain Silent** - Susie Steiner. Juggling unexpected domestic disputes to achieve a work-life balance, a middle-aged mother of two and part-time employee of the Cambridgeshire cold cases department tackles the most dangerous assignment of her career in the hanging death of a Lithuanian immigrant.

**The Mountains Wild** - Sarah Stewart Taylor. A series debut set in Dublin and New York introduces homicide detective and divorced mom Maggie D'Arcy, who in the wake of a
disappearance and new clues reopens the investigation into her cousin's disappearance 23 years earlier.

**Near Dark** - Brad Thor. A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes such award-winners as *Backlash*, *Spymaster* and *The Last Patriot* continues the high-suspense adventures of elite military operative and intelligence agent, Scot Harvath.

**The Last Great Road Bum** - Hector Tobar. A novel inspired by true events follows the experiences of an Illinois adventurer who gives his life to fight beside other activists in 1960s El Salvador. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of *Deep Down Dark*.

**Her Last Flight** - Beatriz Williams. Investigating the fate of a forgotten aviation pioneer, a 1947 war correspondent tracks down the pilot's former student before learning the remarkable story of their complicated and passionate relationship.

**The Distant Dead** - Heather Young. When a young boy finds himself at the center of a murder mystery, several members of an American small town must deal with the fallout.

**NONFICTION**

**The Light of Days: the Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos** - Judy Batalion. Documents the essential World War II contributions of Jewish-Polish female resistance fighters, sharing the stories of courageous women who risked their lives to work against the Nazis as fighters, intelligence agents and saboteurs.

**My Life As a Villainess: Essays** - Laura Lippman. A *New York Times* best-selling author, a journalist for many years, collects her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship and more.

**Cult of Glory: the Bold and Brutal History of the Texas Rangers** - Doug J. Swanson. A history of the Texas Rangers traces their origins on the wild frontier that was once part of Mexico, detailing their wartime and peacetime roles as both a professionally trained police force and officially sanctioned killers.

**The Language of Butterflies: How Thieves, Hoarders, Scientists, and Other Obsessives Unlocked the Secrets of the World's Favorite Insect** - Wendy Williams. The *New York Times* best-selling author of *The Horse* explores the lives of one of the world’s most resilient creatures—the butterfly—shedding light on the role that they play in our ecosystem and in our human lives.

**ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED?**
**SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND?**
**LET US KNOW!**

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor.